TITLE:   AIR CLEANER FILTER DISPOSAL

Regulatory Citation:   6 NYCRR Part 362

Applicability:   Disposal of air cleaner filters in for any exhaust systems in lab or shop areas.

Purpose:   Proper handling, storage and disposal of waste filter.

Person or Department Responsible:   Maintenance Supervisor

Schedule:   As necessary

Procedures:   Whenever Physical Plant Maintenance staff change out air filters used in exhaust systems to collect air contaminants, the Coordinator of EHS will be notified so that a Hazardous Waste Determination can be conducted on the air filter, and the filter disposal handled accordingly.

Testing will be conducted (such as for metals and California paint filter test) Proper disposal determination based on the results.

Record keeping:   Filter sampling results will be maintained by the Coordinator of Environmental Health and Safety.

Record Location:   Physical Plant, EPA files

Contact:   Coordinator of Environmental Health and Safety (629-7163)
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